FINISHED SIZE:
58¼” x 58¼”
This quilt was made using Farmhouse
Gatherings by Lisa Bongean Designs from
Moda Fabrics. Perfect for a baby quilt. The
precut Layer Cake will work perfect for this
project.
FABRICS NEEDED:
1 Layer Cake - blocks
1/3 yard light flannel - blocks for X
2 yards medium gray print - outer border and binding
½ yard light gray print - inner border
3 yards - backing
WOOLS NEEDED:
11” x 15” Cement - elephants
6½” x 7” Silo - ears

THREADS:
#12-118
#12-0126

NOTIONS NEEDED:
#24 Chenille Needle
Lite fusible web
Valdani Perle Cotton threads in the following colors: #12-118 & 0126
CUTTING:
From each of the layer cake cut 6 - 3¼” squares. You will have extra squares
From medium gray fabric, cut:
2 - 8” x 58¾” top and bottom outer borders
2 - 8” x 43¾” side outer borders
From light flannel, cut:
29 - 3¼” x 3¼” squares
From light gray fabric, cut:
2 - 1½” x 43¾” top and bottom inside borders
2 - 1½” x 41¾” side inside borders

DIRECTIONS:
Layout charm squares in the following order,
and stitch into rows. Pay attention to the
placement of the white squares should form
an X. Alternate pressing the seams. Once all
rows are stitched, stitch the rows together,
pressing seams open.
BORDERS:
Stitch the inner side borders to the quilt
first and then the top and bottom. Repeat
with the outer white border by stitching side
borders first then the top and bottom.
WOOL APPLIQUES:
Trace appliqués shapes onto fusible web. Cut out fusible web just outside of the drawn lines. Remove
paper and iron to correct wools. Cut out on drawn lines.
Remove paper from
appliqués and lay them
out on the quilt, referring
to the photo and layout for
placement. Iron with lots
of steam always keeping
the iron moving - lots
of tiny presses. Blanket
stitch appliques using
corresponding perle cotton
threads.
FINISHING:
Layer with batting and
backing and quilt.
Cut 7 - 2” x WOF strips.
Make double fold binding.
Stitch to quilt by machine.
Turn over fold to back of quilt
and hand stitch.

Shapes are Reversed

